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Abstract: The projection of future sea level change is usually based on the global climate models
(GCMs); however, due to the low spatial resolution of the GCMs, the ability to reproduce the
spatial heterogeneity of sea level is limited. In order to improve the sea level simulation capability
in the South China Sea (SCS), a high-resolution ocean model has been established by using the
dynamic downscaling technology. By evaluating and testing 20 models from the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6), average results of seven models were selected as the
forcing condition of the high-resolution ocean model. The ocean model conducted the historical
(1980~2014) and future (2015~2100) simulation under three scenarios of Shared Socio-economic
Pathways (SSP1–2.6, SSP2–4.5 and SSP5–8.5). The selected average results of seven models in CMIP6
are better than any of them individually. The downscaled dynamic ocean model provides fruitful
spatial characteristics of the sea level change, with a decrease in the dynamic sea level (DSL) in the
central and southeastern parts of the SCS, and with a significant increase in the coastal DSL. The
local steric sea level (SSL) is dominated by the local thermosteric sea level (TSSL), and the changes of
local TSSL more than half of the sea level rise in SCS, indicate the magnitude of total sea level rise
is dominated by local TSSL. But the spatial variation in total sea level is dominated by the spatial
variation in DSL. Compared with CMIP5, the rise magnitude of the DSL and the local TSSL have
been increased under the CMIP6 scenarios. The dynamic downscaling of sea level reveals more
spatial details, provides more reliable projection of future sea level under the background of global
warming, and can provide a new reference for coastal areas in the SCS to cope with the increasing
risk of extreme water level disasters in the future.

Keywords: CMIP6; sea level; dynamic downscaling; regional ocean model system (ROMS)

1. Introduction

Sea level changes associated with global warming have led to an unprecedented
increase in human attention [1,2]. Global and regional sea level change has become an
important scientific issue in climate change research and has received much attention from
scientists and policy makers in various countries [3,4]. In addition to the global scale, sea
level changes also have important regional and local characteristics [5–7]. The magnitude
of local sea level changes may be much greater than the global average [8,9]. In China’s
four sea areas, the area of the South China Sea (SCS) is almost three times the total area of
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the Bohai Sea (BS), the Yellow Sea (YS), and the East China Sea (ECS), which is of great
economic, social, and military significance. Therefore, it is very important to study the
sea level changes in the South China Sea [10]. The coastal areas of the SCS, especially the
densely populated but low-lying areas, are typically vulnerable to sea level rise [11,12].
Therefore, accurate sea level projection and active risk assessment are needed to support
effective coastal decision-making and adaptation planning [13,14].

Many studies have been carried out to project the future sea level changes of the
marginal sea near China by analyzing the results of global climate models (GCMs), which
based on the assumptions of different climate scenarios [15]. Liu et al. [16] used the
results of 10 models from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5)
to estimate the trend change of sea level height (SSH) in the East China Sea (ECS) and
the SCS under three emission scenarios in the 21st century, including the dynamic sea
level (DSL), steric sea level (SSL), and sea level change due to factors such as ice sheet
ablation. Chen et al. [17] used the CMIP5 dataset to analyze the impact of factors such
as DSL, global TSSL, atmospheric reverse pressure effects, land storage changes, glacier
equilibrium adjustments, and land ice on the sea level of China in the 21st century, and
their results showed that the projected sea level rise in the China Sea is almost the same as
the global average sea level change under all future emission scenarios. Huang et al. [18]
estimated future sea level changes in the SCS using 24 models in CMIP5 under different
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) scenarios. Jin et al. [19] established high-
resolution regional ocean models for the marginal seas near China for historical (1994~2015)
and future (2079~2100) periods using dynamic downscaling methods under RCP 4.5 and
RCP 8.5. Yin et al. [14] analyzed the long-term projection of global ocean thermal expansion
(GTE) and DSL changes under three greenhouse gas emission scenarios using 34 models
in CMIP5, and pointed out that these models have differences in projecting DSL changes.
Based on the low-resolution model results of CMIP5, and due to the difference of the used
datasets and time periods, the previous studies on sea level change of marginal sea of
China are inconsistent [16].

CMIP6 provides more climate scenarios than CMIP5; however, the relative research
and analysis based on of the models in CMIP6 [4,20] is less, and the variation in sea level
change of the marginal seas near China under the assumptions of different climate scenarios
of CMIP6 is unknown. It is necessary to evaluate and assess the CMIP6 model results
and project the sea level change under different climate scenarios. Climate sensitivity is
commonly used to measure the degree of warming of the Earth’s surface with increasing
greenhouse gas concentrations. Compared with CMIP5, the effective climate sensitivity in
the new generation GCMs of the CMIP6 has been improved [13]. Jevrejeva et al. [21] used
15 models in CMIP6 to simulate the global average TSSL to estimate the contribution of
GTE to sea level rise. In a comparison with the 20 models from CMIP5, the future global
mean TSSL (2014~2100) of CMIP6 is higher for SSP2–4.5 and SSP5–8.5. Hermans et al. [13]
projected global mean sea level (GMSL) changes based on global mean surface air tem-
perature (GSAT) and GTE simulated by CMIP6, and the results show that the global total
sea level changes projected by the CMIP6 ensemble in 2100 are higher than the projected
results by CMIP5. It is also noted that the GMSL projection of individual models may vary
significantly depending on climate sensitivity. Fowler et al. [22] showed that multi-model
ensemble often makes more robust assessments of climate change than individual models.
However, in most dynamic downscaling works, the number of selected GCMs is limited to
1–3, which is likely due to limited computing resources [19]. Although the current GCMs
can basically simulate the characteristics of global large-scale climate change [23], they are
limited in simulating spatially uneven sea level rise due to their low spatial resolution [24],
large average state deviation [25], and less vertical stratification in shallow sea areas [26].
There are few studies on downscaling in the SCS based on the CMIP6 climate scenario.
The use of high-resolution models for dynamic downscaling can dynamically transform
large-scale climate processes into more refined regional information [27].
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Therefore, the characteristics and causes of high-resolution sea level changes in the
South China Sea in the 21st century under the CMIP6 scenarios have become a scientific
issue worth studying. Firstly, in order to reduce physical uncertainty and internal climate
change in a single CMIP6 model, the average results of multiple models in CMIP6 can be
used to drive high-resolution ocean model [19,22]. Therefore, the simulation capability
of CMIP6 models at the SCS should be evaluated and examined. Secondly, the models
that have good simulation ability must be selected, and their results averaged as the
forcing field of ROMS, and the dynamic downscaling technology must be used to simulate
high-resolution sea level changes in the SCS with over the 21st century under SSP1–2.6,
SSP2–4.5, and SSP5–8.5 scenarios. Thermal expansion and ocean dynamics are important
factors in understanding and projecting the magnitude and spatial variability of sea level
rise [28,29]. Therefore, the sea level changes projected in this article are only DSL and SSL,
and do not include sea level changes caused by factors such as Antarctic and Greenland
ice sheets, glaciers, and land water storage. The DSL change represents the change in sea
level caused by dynamic changes in the ocean. The average depth of the semi-enclosed
SCS is relatively large, leading to more complex dynamic processes [27]. SSL is a physical
quantity used to measure the changes in sea surface height caused by changes in seawater
density. Therefore, we compare the changes before and after the dynamic downscaling
according to the projection results, and analyze the reasons for the spatio-temporal changes
of sea level in the SCS at the end of the 21st century.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the data, model
configuration and sea level calculation methods. In Section 3, the historical results of the
models in CMIP6 and the dynamic downscaling of the ROMS are examined. The results
and causes of the dynamic downscaling projection are presented in Section 4. Discussion
and conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data
2.1.1. Data of Models in CMIP6

Four sets of experimental simulation results from 20 models in CMIP6 are selected,
including monthly averaged variables from historical experiments (1980~2014), 21st cen-
tury (2015~2100) SSP1–2.6 experiments, SSP2–4.5 experiments, and SSP5–8.5 experiments
(https://esgf-node.llnl.gov (accessed on 23 July 2023)). These variables include wind
field (ua/va), temperature (tas), relative humidity (hur), precipitation (pr), atmospheric
pressure (ps), downward longwave radiation (rlds) and upward longwave radiation (rlus),
downward shortwave radiation (rsds) and upward shortwave radiation (rsus), dynamic
sea level height (zos), seawater salinity (so), current field (uo/vo), and seawater potential
temperature (thetao). The institutional, atmospheric, and oceanic resolutions to which
each mode belongs are listed in Table 1. Due to the different horizontal resolutions of the
output from each model, the data output from all models is interpolated to a resolution of
0.125◦ × 0.125◦ to facilitate comparison with observations and model data collection.

Table 1. The CMIP6 model used in this article and its affiliated institutions, atmospheric and oceanic
horizontal resolutions (unit: km).

ID Source Institution Atmosphere Ocean

a ACCESS-CM2 ACCESS 250 250
b * BCC-CSM2-MR BCC 100 100
c CAMS-CSM1-0 CAMS 100 100

d * CanESM5 CCCma 500 100
e CESM2 NCAR 100 100
f CESM2-WACCM NCAR 100 100

g * CMCC-CM2-SR5 CMCC 100 100

https://esgf-node.llnl.gov
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Table 1. Cont.

ID Source Institution Atmosphere Ocean

h CMCC-ESM2 CMCC 100 100
i * FGOALS-g3 CAS 250 100
j FIO-ESM-2-0 FIO-QLNM 100 100

k * GISS-E2-1-G NASA-GISS 250 250
l * GISS-E2-2-G NASA-GISS 250 250
m MIROC6 MIROC 250 100
n MPI-ESM1-2-HR MPI-M 100 50
o MPI-ESM1-2-LR MPI-M 250 250
p MRI-ESM2-0 MRI 100 100
q NESM3 NUIST 250 100
r NorESM2-LM NCC 250 100

s * NorESM1-MM NCC 100 100
t TaiESM1 AS-RCEC 100 100
v The average results of 7 models
w The average results of 20 models

* Represents selected models.

2.1.2. Observation and Reanalysis Data

In this study, the absolute dynamic height (ADT) provided by the Archiving, Valida-
tion, and Interpolation of Satellite Oceanographic data project (AVISO) from 1993 to 2014
are used to compare and verify the established regional ocean model. The spatial resolution
of the data is 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ (https://esgf-node.llnl.gov (accessed on 23 July 2023)).

This article uses (OSCAR) ocean current product data from 1993 to 2014 to validate
the results of simulated sea surface currents. And the spatial resolution of the data is
0.25◦ × 0.25◦. OSCAR is a National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) funded
research project and global surface current database. OSCAR surface currents are calculated
from satellite datasets using a simplified physical model of an upper ocean turbulent mixed
layer. The total velocity is comprised of a geostrophic term, a wind-driven term, and
a thermal wind adjustment (https://www.esr.org/research/oscar/ (accessed on 23 July
2023)).

This article validates the sea surface temperature and salinity field of the regional
ocean model using World Ocean Atlas 2018 (WOA18) released by the National Centers
for Environmental Information (NCEI) of the United States. The data are the annual
average of climate states from 1995 to 2004, with a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦

(https://www.ncei.noaa.gov (accessed on 23 July 2023)).
The lateral boundary of the climate state simulation in this article adopts the annual

and monthly mean climate state data provided by the University of Maryland (UMD) and
the University of Texas (UTA) using the Simple Ocean Data Association reanalysis data,
with a horizontal resolution of 1.0◦ × 1.0◦. Atmospheric forcing comes from the NCEP
CFSR global reanalysis dataset produced jointly by the National Center for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in the United
States, with a spatial resolution of 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ (https://hycom.org/dataserver/ncep-cfsr
(accessed on 23 July 2023)).

In addition, the model incorporates sea surface temperature (SST) and sea surface
salinity (SSS) into the sea surface forcing to correct for sea surface salinity, temperature,
and salt flux. The SST and SSS here use the World Ocean Atlas 2009 (WOA09) mean ocean
climate state with a resolution of 1.0◦ × 1.0◦ provided by the U.S. National Oceanographic
Data Center (https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/WOA09 (accessed on 23 July 2023)).

2.2. Model Configuration

ROMS is a three-dimensional nonlinear baroclinic primitive equation model developed
jointly by Rutgers University and the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). The
model adopts a curved orthogonal grid in the horizontal direction, which has high stability;

https://esgf-node.llnl.gov
https://www.esr.org/research/oscar/
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov
https://hycom.org/dataserver/ncep-cfsr
https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/WOA09
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using the sigma coordinate system in the vertical direction, the density of vertical stratifi-
cation can be adjusted according to different situations, thus achieving non-proportional
stratification in different water depth ranges. ROMS uses the Boussinesq approximation,
which preserves the volume of the ocean rather than its mass [13,14].

The simulation area of this article is 98.5◦ E~150◦ E, 2.5◦ S~44◦ N, and the horizontal
grid resolution is 0.1◦ × 0.1◦. In order to ensure the stability of the model, the water depth
is smoothed to a certain extent. The minimum water depth is set to 5 m, the maximum
water depth is set to 5000 m, and the vertical direction is 20 layers. The tensile coefficients
of the surface and bottom layers are 3.0 and 0.4, respectively. The water depth data of the
model are GEBCO_2014 topographic data. Although tides are an important driver factor
of coastal sea level change, their contribution to the long-term average spatial pattern of
sea level is minimal. Therefore, like other modelling studies that focus on changes in the
average spatial pattern of sea level, our study ignores tides [19].

To obtain the matching model’s initial equilibrium field, the model underwent a
30-year spin-up process using climatic data. After long-term operation and tuning, the
dynamic thermodynamic process was adapted to the model. The January results of the 30th
year are chosen as the model simulation initial field. To ensure data matching between the
lateral open boundaries and the surface forcing fields, the atmospheric and oceanic forcing
field data in the model are obtained from the average results of 7 models in CMIP6, include
monthly average data of historical experiment (1980~2014) and the future experiments
(2015~2100) under the SSP1–2.6, SSP2–4.5 and SSP5–8.5 scenarios. The atmospheric forcing
data include ua/va, tas, pr, hur, ps, rlds, rlus, rsds, and rsus, and the oceanic forcing data
include thetao, so, and zos uo/vo. The time range for the model year simulation is from
January 1980 to December 2100. In addition, the sea level change at the end of the 21st
century calculated in this article uses the difference between the average sea level heights
from 2081 to 2100 and from 1980 to 2014.

2.3. Methods
2.3.1. SSL

There are two SSLs in this article, one is the local SSL in the SCS and the other is the
SSL of the whole model domain, which is used to reflect global heat capacity changes.
As the calculation methods for the two SSLs are the same, but the calculation areas are
different, the two SSL calculations are not discussed separately. The calculation model
provided by Tabata et al. [30] is used to calculate the SSL. Formula (1) is used to calculate
the TSSL, and Formula (2) is used to calculate the halosteric sea level (SSSL). According
to Formula (3), the TSSL and SSSL are superposed to obtain the total SSL height [31]. The
formula is as follows:

TSSL =
∫ z2

z1

1
α

∂α

∂T
∆Tdz, (1)

SSSL =
∫ z2

z1

1
α

∂α

∂S
∆Sdz, (2)

SSL = TSSL + SSSL, (3)

where T and S represent the three-dimensional ocean temperature and salinity from the
sea surface to the seabed, which vary with depth, α is the specific volume, z is the depth.

The specific volume of seawater is calculated using the 1980 International Equation of
State for Seawater (EOS 80) [32]. The relationship between the specific volume of seawater
and S, T, and seawater pressure (P) is as follows:

α(S, T, P) = α(S, T, 0)
[

1 − nP
K(S, T, P)

]
, (4)

where the pressure matching factor n = 10 −5, α(S, T, 0) is the specific volume of seawater
at 101.325 kPa atmospheric pressure (P = 0), and K(S, T, P) is the secant Bulk modulus.
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The average T and S values selected in this article are from 1980 to 2014; the changes
in seawater temperature and salinity are mainly located above 1000 m, and at this depth,
the changes in seawater temperature and salinity are very small, so their contribution to
the SSL changes is negligible [16,33].

2.3.2. Non-Boussinesq Approximate Sea Level

The Boussinesq approximation is used by ROMS, so the sea level simulated by ROMS
is only the DSL. The DSL is the sea surface height based on the geoid, and its global spatial
mean is 0 [23]. The complement to DSL is the SSL caused by the influence of seawater
temperature and salinity on density. The sea level simulated by ROMS can be corrected
for SSL changes caused by global average density changes by adding spatially uniform
correction terms that vary with time. According to the theories of Greatbatch et al. [34]
and Mellor et al. [35] (Formula (5)), the ROMS sea level results using the Boussinesq
approximation are corrected to obtain the non-Boussinesq approximate sea level changes,
which are the total sea level changes studied in this paper:

ζOCN(x, y, t) = ζB(x, y, t) + ζE(t) + ζGS(x, y, t), (5)

ζE(t) = −H

−
δρ

ρ0
, (6)

where ζ(x, y, t) is the sea level change under the Boussinesq approximation, it is also the
DSL height directly output by the model. It is a function of space and time; ζE(t) represents
the sea level change caused by changes in seawater volume, which is only a function of
time, that is, the SSL of the entire simulation area; ζGS(x, y, t) represents other small errors,

and this article does not consider their impact. H is the depth, and
−
δρ is the vertical average

of density.
By combining the method introduced by Chen et al. [31], the average SSL of the whole

simulated area is represented as the term in Formula (5) and added to the DSL directly
output by the model. Ignoring other small errors, the total future SSL changes projected by
the ROMS model can be obtained.

3. Evaluation and Verification of Model
3.1. Evaluating and Verifying the CMIP6 Models

Since any climate system model is only an approximation of the real climate system,
it is necessary to first check the reliability of the model before using it to simulate and
predict climate change. Models that perform well on historical observations often provide
better projection for the future [36]. Therefore, before projecting the future trend of sea level
changes in the SCS, it is necessary to test the simulation ability of the 20 models in CMIP6
to simulate past SSH changes in the simulation domain, and to select models with better
simulation performance from them, so as to use their output results to conduct dynamic
downscaling simulations of the study area.

Figure 1 shows the historical climate average of SSH in China’s offshore waters
(1993~2014) obtained from the results of 20 models in CMIP6. The sequence numbers in
the figure are consistent with the model labels in Table 1. No. W is the observed data
(AVISO). From this, it can be seen that the various models in CMIP6 can generally simulate
the spatial distribution characteristics of sea level height in China’s offshore areas. Due to
the differences in model resolution, each model has different levels of precision in depicting
SSH in the nearshore sea area. For example, many low-resolution models cannot simulate
SSH in the nearshore area. Therefore, it is necessary to choose a reasonable model for
analysis and eliminate models with poor simulation of SSH in China’s offshore areas.
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Figure 1. Climatological mean (1993–2014) SSH in offshore China from 20 CMIP6 models (a–t) and
observed data (AVISO) (u).
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Firstly, we calculate the annual average sea level height series for the study sea area
from 1993 to 2014, and then calculate the correlation coefficient, standard deviation, and
root mean square error between the SSH series of each model and the SSH series of AVISO
data. Then, we plot the calculation results of all models in a Taylor plot for analysis and
comparison. The numbers in Figure 2 correspond to the models in Table 1, respectively.
The REF point represents the observation data (AVISO), where the distance from the digital
to the origin represents the ratio of the standard deviation between the simulation and
the observation results, the azimuth angle corresponding to the digital represents the
correlation coefficient between the simulation and the observation field, and the distance
from the digital to the REF represents the central root mean square deviation after the
standardizing of the standard deviation of the observation field; in short, the closer the
number is to the REF, the closer the simulation results are to the observations. Based on
various indicators, we selected seven models (represented by red dots in the Figure 1).
The names of the models are: BCC-CSM2-MR, CanESM5, CMCC-CM2-SR5, FGOALS-g3,
GISS-E2-1-G, GISS-E2-2-G, and NorESM1-MM.
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Figure 2. Distributions of Taylor diagram for displaying normalized pattern statistics of SSH over
offshore China from 20 CMIP6 models and observation reference (AVIOS). The letters (a–t) are
consistent with the numbering of each mode in Table 1. The red dots represent the 7 selected modes
with better simulation results, while the black dots represent the 10 selected modes with better
simulation results. The “v” represents the average result of these 10 models, and “w” represents
the average result of all 20 models; The REF point represents the observed SSH, where the distance
from the position of the point to the origin represents the ratio of the standard deviation between the
simulation and the observation results, the bearing angle corresponding to the point represents the
correlation coefficient between the simulation and the observation field. The distance of the letter
to REF indicates the center after normalization of the standard deviation of the observing field root
mean square error.

3.2. Validation of ROMS

It is worth noting that the indicators of the average results of these seven models
exceed all single models, and the correlation coefficient with the observed SSH reaches 0.8
(v in Figure 2), while the correlation coefficient between the average SSH of 20 models and
the observations is 0.6 (w in Figure 2). Therefore, after testing, the average results of these
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seven models can largely eliminate the errors of the patterns, making the simulation results
closer to the actual observations.

To demonstrate that high-resolution regional models can realistically simulate ocean
conditions, historical simulations were evaluated using available historical ocean observa-
tions and reanalysis products from the same period.

Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of simulated mean sea surface current fields in
summer (a) and winter (c) from 1993 to 2014, and OSCAR mean sea surface current fields
in summer (b) and winter (d) from 1993 to 2014 in the study area. Overall, the simulated
current field distribution is relatively consistent with the OSCAR climate values, manifested
as a spatial distribution pattern of low current velocity in the BS and YS, and high current
velocity in the ECS and SCS. The shape and position of the Kuroshio in the simulation
results are basically consistent with the OSCAR results, with the flow velocity about
0.05 m/s higher than the OSCAR climate state values. The flow velocity in the northern
part of the ECS, the whole YS and the BS is weak, with a value of about 0.1 m/s. The BS
area is small and is a semi-enclosed sea surrounded by land. The current field is strongly
influenced by the local wind field. Therefore, due to the limited resolution of the wind
field imposed by the model, the OSCAR and simulation results do not clearly reflect the
regional differences of the BS circulation. It is generally believed that the circulation of the
BS consists of the clockwise circulation in the northern part of the BS, including the coastal
current of Liaodong Bay, and the counterclockwise circulation of Bohai Bay and Laizhou
Bay in the south. In summer, the simulated flow velocity in SCS is generally consistent
with the OSCAR climate state value, while in winter, the flow velocity in the South China
Sea basin is 0.1 m/s higher than the OSCAR climate state value. In summer, the SCS is
controlled by the southwest monsoon. Since the surface circulation of the SCS is mainly
controlled by the monsoon wind direction, the main motion trend of the surface currents in
most areas of the SCS in summer is basically northeasterly, and a large anticyclone-type
circulation system controls the motion trend of the entire surface currents in the southern
area of the SCS. Under the influence of local wind stress and topography, the western
boundary current of the SCS does not always flow northward along the coast of South
Vietnam in summer, but appears as a rip current in South Vietnam (about 10◦ N). In winter,
under the strong influence of the northeast monsoon, the surface circulation of the SCS is
mainly in the form of cyclonic motion. At the same time, the western boundary current
of the SCS is significantly enhanced, causing it to flow southwards along the Vietnamese
coast [37].

From the spatial distribution of the simulated climate state SST from 1995 to 2004
(Figure 4a) and the climate state SST of the WOA from 1995 to 2004 (Figure 4b), it can be seen
that the spatial distribution characteristics of the simulated SST are relatively consistent
with the climate state of the WOA. The SST in the marginal sea near China decreases from
south to north, and its isotherm has a basically northeast–southwest distribution, while
in the northwest Pacific, the distribution of its isotherm is basically parallel to the latitude
and decreases from south to north. In terms of numerical values, the simulation results are
generally consistent with the WOA climate state values, with the simulated area of 2.5◦

S~18◦ N being 0.5~1 ◦C higher than the observed results. The main factors contributing
to the spatial distribution characteristics of SST in the marginal sea near China are the
latitudinal differences in solar radiation and the influence of warm water carried by the
Taiwan Warm Current and the Kuroshio in the ECS. The solar radiation in the BS is the
weakest throughout the year and is weakly influenced by the warm current. The SST in the
BS is around 14 ◦C, while the SST in the SCS is the highest. The simulation results show
that the highest SST can reach 30 ◦C.
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From the spatial distribution of the simulated climate state mean SSS from 1995 to
2004 (Figure 4c) and the climate state SSS of the WOA climate state from 1995 to 2004
(Figure 4d), it can be seen that the simulated SSS distribution characteristics are relatively
consistent with the WOA climate state. Numerically, the simulated SSS value of the BS is
about 0.5 psu higher than the SSS of the WOA climate state, the SSS value of the YS is about
0.4 psu higher, the SSS value of the Yangtze River estuary is about 1 psu higher, and the
SSS value of the Pearl River estuary is about 0.2 psu higher. This is because the numerical
model setting does not add runoff, and there is no freshwater injection, so the SSS value
of these areas is higher. High salinity areas appear in the center of the Pacific Ocean, thus
forming a high salinity tongue that extends to the Ryukyu Islands and the Luzon Strait.
The high salinity tongue front is located at the 118◦ E and 21◦ N positions. Overall, the
SSS is higher in the southern part of the marginal sea near China than in the northern part,
while the SSS is lowest near the YS and BS. Taking the position of the high salinity tongue
front as the north-south boundary, the SSS of the YS, BS, and the northern part of the ECS
shows a decreasing salinity gradient from southeast to northwest. The spatial distribution
of SSS in the SCS shows a decreasing salinity gradient from north to south.

From the spatial distribution of the simulated climate state mean DSL from 1980 to 2014
(Figure 4e) and the average DSL of seven models in CMIP6 from 1980 to 2014 (Figure 4f),
it can be seen that the spatial distribution of DSL is relatively consistent between the two.
The DSL in the marginal sea near China is high in the south and low in the north, and
its contour lines are distributed in a northeast–southwest direction in the ECS. However,
compared with the low-resolution results, the curvature of the downscaled DSL contour
is closer to the observed values of the average dynamic terrain [38]. The distribution of
DSL contour lines in the ECS is relatively dense, with rapid changes in DSL. The height of
the DSL in the ECS is 20–100 cm, and the area where the Kuroshio flows in the ECS has a
relatively high DSL. The DSL is uniformly distributed in the BS, the YS, and the sea area
west of the Ryukyu Islands, with little spatial variation, which is related to the weak current
field in the sea area mentioned above. In the ECS, due to the strong influence of the Taiwan
Warm Current, the Kuroshio and its current system, and the Tsushima Warm Current, the
DSL has a large spatial variation. The gradient of sea level height is mainly determined
by the barotropic and baroclinic currents fields. Compared with the climate state mean
DSL of AVISO (Figure 1u), the simulated climate state DSL differs significantly from the
observed SSH. The difference between the average SSH calculated by the model and the
observed data are mainly due to the inability of the CMIP6 models to accurately distinguish
the dynamic field, including the inability to accurately distinguish terrain changes. The
high-resolution projections come from dynamical downscaling, which by its design is
meant to obtain detailed climate information constrained by largescale input from parent
climate models [3]. Therefore, the DSL is consistent with the results of CMIP6, and there
is a significant difference from the observed data. At the same time, satellite observation
errors and geoid errors may also lead to inaccuracies.

However, through the above verification analysis, it was found that the DSL mean
state calculated by the pattern is reasonable. Through the following analysis, we will find
that the characteristics of simulated DSL changes are significant. Some very meaningful
results can be obtained.

4. Results and Discussions

The sea level appreciation at the end of the 21st century calculated in this article uses
the difference between the average sea level heights from 2081 to 2100 and from 1980 to
2014.

4.1. DSL Changes in the SCS

Strong DSL changes occur mainly in high latitudes and polar regions, while the SCS,
located in tropical oceans, has weak DSL changes [14,39]. Therefore, for the changes of
DSL in the SCS, under the SSP1–2.6, SSP2–4.5, and SSP5–8.5 scenarios, the DSL of dynamic
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downscaling (Figure 5a–c) and the average DSL of CMIP6 (Figure 5d–f) have similar large-
scale patterns, and the overall increase in DSL is not significant. After dynamic downscaling,
the DSL appreciation ranges from −20 mm to 140 mm, while the average DSL of CMIP6
appreciation ranges from 14 mm to 26 mm. The high-resolution dynamic downscaling
of DSL reveals more spatial detail and its spatial variation gradient is more obvious. The
results show a significant increase in coastal DSL, but negative values were observed in
the central and southeastern parts of the SCS. The projected changes in DSL and upper
ocean currents are in good agreement, as they are closely related through the geostrophic
balance relationship. And the open boundary condition is primarily responsible for the
changes in upper ocean circulation pattern [19]. The eastern boundary between 4 and
10 N and 148–318 N shows westward transport changes in all three scenarios (Figure 6),
indicating that more water flows into the upper model domain in the future climate. The
larger volume inflow also results in enhanced surface Kuroshio Current, Mindanao Current,
and Kuroshio intrusion into the SCS. On the one hand, since more water flows into the SCS
through the Luzon Strait, the cyclonic circulation in the upper SCS is strengthened [19],
which corresponds to the negative DSL change (Figure 5). In addition, it should be noted
that a small area west of the Luzon Strait has a high DSL center, indicating that the model
has a strong invasion of the Kuroshio in the SCS, and that a strong anticyclone has formed
in this area. On the other hand, the warming of the Pacific Ocean in the upper (deeper)
layer is stronger (weaker) than the global average, leading to stronger stratification and
hindering the transfer of heat from the upper layer to the deeper layer. Surface warming
accelerates the upper ocean, leading to an intensification of the Kuroshio [40]. Due to the
influence of the remote Pacific Ocean and the local atmospheric surface forcing, more water
flows into the SCS through the Luzon Strait. Then the western boundary current of the SCS
strengthens and the coastal DSL rises.
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The western boundary current of the SCS strengthens and the coastal DSL rises. The
DSL change pattern in the ROMS is close to that from the results seven models from CMIP6
(Figure 5), implying that changes in ocean boundary conditions will affect future sea level
changes, meaning that most of the changes in the South China Sea DSL in the model are
influenced by the Pacific Ocean.

The spatial distribution characteristics of the average DSL rise in the SCS at the end of
the 21st century under the three scenarios are relatively consistent, showing the distribution
characteristics of high in the northwest coast and low in the central and southeast of the
SCS. The spatial variation gradient is relatively large, and the rise amplitude increases with
the enhancement of scenarios. Under the SSP1–2.6 scenario, the DSL of the central and
southeastern parts of the SCS after dynamic downscaling is −15–20 mm, which is 5–30 mm
lower than the average DSL of the CMIP6 models, and the coastal DSL is 30–70 mm, which
is 10–45 mm higher than the average DSL of the CMIP6 models (Figure 5a,d). Under the
SSP2–4.5 scenario, the DSL of the central and southeastern parts of the SCS after dynamic
downscaling is −15–25 mm, which is 5–30 mm lower than the average DSL of CMIP6
models. The coastal DSL is 35–75 mm, which is 10–55 mm higher than the average DSL
of the CMIP6 models (Figure 5b,e). Under the SSP5–8.5 scenario, the DSL of the central
and southeastern parts of the SCS after dynamic downscaling is −10–30 mm, which is
5–35 mm lower than t the average DSL of the CMIP6 models, and the coastal DSL increases
by 40–90 mm, which is 15–120 mm higher than the average DSL of the CMIP6 models
(Figure 5c,f). Compared with the results driven by eight models of CMIP5 by Jin et al. [19],
the SCS DSL is 30–90 mm higher. Therefore, the rise amplitude of DSL in CMIP6 compared
with CMIP5 has increased.

Compared with the low-resolution average results of CMIP6, the high-resolution
results of the dynamic downscaling simulation provide more specific changes in the whole
SCS and coastal areas, compensating for the lack of data points in the low-resolution coastal
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waters. The comparison between the average results of CMIP6 and the downscaled results
shows that the dynamic downscaling provides more reliable future projection of the DSL.

4.2. Local SSL Changes in the SCS

The three scenarios discussed in this section involve the variation in the local SSL in
the SCS, ranging from 100◦ E to 124◦ E and 0◦ S to 24◦ N. The SSL changes are mainly
caused by thermal expansion due to climate change. For the local SSSL in the SCS, its
variation value is much smaller than that of the local TSSL by the end of the 21st century,
therefore, the local SSL is dominated by the local TSSL.

Under the three scenarios, the local TSSL changes of the SCS in the entire 21st century
show a fluctuating upward trend, and the increase amplitude increases with the enhance-
ment of scenarios (Figure 7a). Under the SSP1–2.6 scenario, the average local TSSL in the
SCS increased by 178 mm at a rate of 0.80 mm/a by the end of the 21st century; under the
SSP2–4.5 scenario, the mean local TSSL in the SCS rises by 223 mm at a rate of 1.29 mm/a;
under the SSP5–8.5 scenario, the average local TSSL in the SCS increased by 251 mm at a
rate of 1.69 mm/a. The changes of local TSSL more than half of the sea level rise in SCS
(Figure 7b), indicating that the sea level changes in the SCS are mainly contributed by local
TSSL change.
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Figure 7. Time series changes of local TSSL (a) and total sea level (b) in the 21st century under three
scenarios.

From the spatial distribution of the local TSSL changes at the end of the 21st century
under the SSP1–2.6 (Figure 8a), SSP2–4.5 (Figure 8b), and SSP5–8.5 (Figure 8c) scenarios
after dynamic downscaling, it can be seen that by the end of the 21st century, the local TSSL
in the entire SCS shows an upward trend. The amplitude of sea level rise of TSSL in SCS
is 40–580 mm, 60–740 mm, and 80–800 mm under three different scenarios, respectively.
The spatial distribution of local TSSL changes generally shows a small increase in the
shallow water area of the continental shelf, while a large increase in the deep area of the
SCS. In the SCS, significant anomalies in seawater temperature and salinity can extend
from the surface to depths of 1000 m, resulting in greater changes in SSL in deep basins
due to greater heat absorption and more freshwater input. The uneven variation in SSL can
affect the horizontal pressure gradient of seawater, and then affect ocean currents through
geostrophic adjustment, leading to a redistribution of seawater mass to areas with weaker
SSL rise [16]. This explains the phenomenon in the previous section that the DSL changes
on the continental shelf are slightly larger than those in the deep water.

The spatial distribution characteristics of the local TSSL changes in the SCS obtained
through dynamic downscaling are consistent with Liu et al. [17], but the TSSL changes of
CMIP6 is 360–430 mm higher than the calculated results of CMIP5.

Under three scenarios, the total sea level changes of the SCS in the entire 21st century
show a fluctuating upward trend, and the rise magnitude of the sea level height increases
with the enhancement of scenarios (Figure 7b). Under the SSP1–2.6 scenario, the mean total
sea level in the SCS increased by 298 mm at a rate of 0.40 mm/a by the end of the 21st
century; under the SSP2–4.5 scenario, the total sea level increased by 370 mm with a rate
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of 1.10 mm/a; under the SSP5–8.5 scenario, the total sea level increased by 408 mm at a
rate of 1.80 mm/a. It can be seen that the rising trend of the total sea level in the SCS is
greater than the rising trend of the local TSSL in the SCS, and because the total sea level is
superimposed on changes in the global SSL, the global TSSL contributes significantly to
the total sea level in the SCS. From the spatial distribution of the total sea level changes in
the SCS at the end of the 21st century under three scenarios, it can be seen that the spatial
changes in total sea level are consistent with those in the DSL, but the rise in total sea level
is much larger than that in the DSL. Therefore, the spatial changes in the total sea level
are dominated by the spatial change DSL, but the magnitude of the total sea level rise is
mainly contributed by the global TSSL. Under the SSP1–2.6 scenario, the total sea level in
the central and southeastern parts of the SCS rises by 215–250 mm, while the total sea level
along the coast rises by 255–295 mm (Figure 9a). Under the SSP2–4.5 scenario, the total sea
level in the central and southeastern parts of the SCS rises by 3250–360 mm, while the total
sea level along the coast rises by 370–410 mm (Figure 9b). Under the SSP5–8.5 scenario, the
total sea level in the central and southeastern parts of the SCS increased by 355–495 mm,
while the total sea level along the coast increased by 415–500 mm (Figure 9c). Therefore,
the future sea level rise in the SCS will cause more damage to coastal areas.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, the simulation capability of 20 models in CMIP6 is tested through the
evaluation of sea level height data. According to the correlation coefficient, standard
deviation and root mean square deviation of the historical sea level height series of each
model and the AVISO sea level height series, seven models with good simulation capability
are selected. The average results of these seven models exceed all indicators of all models,
which is in good agreement with the observed data. This article uses the average results of
the above seven models drive the ROMS, and establishes a high-resolution regional ocean
model of the SCS using dynamic downscaling technology. The DSL, SSL, and total sea
level changes and their causes in the SCS are analyzed under the SSP1–2.6, SSP2–4.5, and
SSP5–8.5 scenarios.

The DSL after dynamic downscaling of ROMS and the average DSL of seven models in
CMIP6 have similar large-scale patterns, but their rise amplitude is different, and the spatial
change gradient of the DSL after downscaling is more obvious. In the case of downscaling
assessment, as more water from the Pacific Basin flows into the SCS through the Luzon
Strait, the cyclonic circulation in the upper part of the SCS is strengthened, resulting in
negative changes in the DSL in the central and southeast of the SCS. The rise of SSL leads
to the redistribution of the seawater mass and the strengthening of the western boundary
current, resulting in a greater increase in the coastal DSL. Under three scenarios, the local
TSSL of the SCS show a fluctuating upward trend throughout the 21st century, and the
rate of rise increases with the enhancement of emission scenarios. By the end of the 21st
century, the variation value of the local SSSL in the SCS was much smaller than that of
local TSSL. Therefore, the local SSL was dominated by local TSSL. The changes of local
TSSL more than half of the sea level rise in SCS, indicating that the sea level changes in the
SCS are mainly contributed by local TSSL change. The DSL obtained by downscaling in
the SCS is 30–90 mm higher than the sea level rise in the results driven by eight models
of CMIP5 calculated by Jin et al. [19]. The local TSSL obtained by downscaling in the
SCS is 360–430 mm higher than the average results of CMIP5 calculated by Liu et al. [17].
Therefore, the TSSL and DSL rise after dynamic downscaling under the CMIP6 scenarios
(SSPs) are higher than previous research results based on the CMIP5 scenarios. The spatial
distribution of total sea level changes is consistent with DSL changes, but the magnitude of
total sea level rise is much larger than that of DSL rise. Therefore, the spatial distribution
of total sea level is dominated by DSL, but the magnitude of total sea level rise is mainly
contributed by TSSL.

The dynamic downscaling results of the SCS reveal more spatial detail and provide
more reliable projection of future sea levels in the context of global warming. Sea level rise
along the coast of the SCS will occur at different rates under three scenarios, which will
increase the risk of extreme water level disasters in the SCS. The research results of this
study can be used to formulate reasonable plans for coastal areas in the SCS to cope with
coastal retreat, flooding, and storm surge disasters caused by sea level rise, and provide a
reference for evaluating the design and construction cycle and service life of flood control
infrastructure [41].
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